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Fundamental Theorem of Alsabra

· Ifp(z) =2" +an-2"+ +... -as then p(z) has a complexroots

Roof:Fixa large circle ofradius R

exercise:For Rsufficiently large +(z)=R, 12M =R" > 19(z)
-

BWOC suppose P(z) t0 Z.

f(z) =p(z):Siz- s

1(P(z)/)

Claim: f(z) has degree n
-

0-6:fz(z) =ztecs
-s

when t=0 #my=(z)m

z=1 ↑
,

=f(z)

since

and well-defined since (21" > 19(7)/- (tX(z)0zz

22
"

+te(z)t0.

=>foof, homotopic I desf=desf2 =w

⑧· Ron
Consider a family ofcircles with radius -> n

and fixed point (R,0)

The S-(z) =f(z)/cine
ifit

g,(z) =f(z) and go(E)
=constantmap

so f(z) constantmoe => deg f(z) =0

contradition #



Vector Fields on R V = (R2 -1R2

- drawa vector at every pointPo-vap)

- singular pointv=0

&=smooth closed curve in IR

.

- - m v.s. +12

An invariantof the vector field using & is :

Def Theindex ofa vector field V along 5 is the

degree of the map

V(5(t)):51 -st
assume no singular

11v(5(ts)/) points ofron 5

Properties of the Index

7) Invariantunder homotopy of 5 for fixed v.

Cassoming we don'tcross a singular point)
· By Sardis Theoremy singular points are isolated, measure O,

and des(v) =desr'(v) if505/

(2) Invariantunder homotops ofV for fixed w

Cassuming V(8Cts)#0 everywhere

(3) luckxis Additive

5/ defv(V) =deg y(v) +dey + (v)

->shrink I to8 Use homotopy of 5 composition ofloops in MCS)

deg:T.CS') -> I is a group homomorphism



(4) Indexdoes not depend on parametrization

(as long as you go in the same direction

(5) If there are no singular points ofvinside 5

then degy (v)
=0 Cassoming a bounds a disk)

Def The indexof a singular pointpofv

is the indexof along a small circle around P

Convented c.a., radius doesn'tmatter) *

Thin For any W, dego(v) =sum ofindices ofsingular points

in side

④8x desr(v) =3

corollar

· If desrv) to then I has a singular pointinside 5

· If I always points outside of5 then degr (v) =1

and I musthave a singular pointinside 5

↓dea:outwardangle between UCCE) and normal vector

i (51) is less than T/2. VE=Vz +W(1-t) to since (Ve, w) L0

Brouwer's Fixed PointTheorem

Any continuous map DID has a fixed point(p--"**)

Bof:Constructa vector fieldV. On CD2=s', this r.f. points inwards.

So descp= (v) =1 ↓adegree
-> w

W homotopic to

=>I has a singular pointinside D2. Hence Y(p) =P x ↑


